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                  Katie is cooking dinner.                                   Becky had been saving 

 She chops up the onions,                                her money for months. 

 and then chops up the                                 She already picked out                

 carrots. Suddenly she                                       the color she wants. She             

 says “ouch”!                                                couldn’t wait until she             

 What do you think                                            got the keys.  

              happened?                                                  What was she buying?  

  

  

   

  

               Cody has been practicing                                Sam was watching TV             

 and practicing his part.                                 when he heard thunder.            

 He is nervous about                                      and then heard some-          

 being on stage, but is                                    thing hitting his window.  

 excited that the day is                                            

 finally here.  

  What is Cody doing?                                     What was happening?  
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Tom rode in a big red                                        Jill has finally arrived!          

truck every day. He and                                     All around her is blue         

the other workers                                           water, crashing waves         

helped people by using                                       and soft sand under her         

big hoses and ladders.                                        feet. She can’t wait            

What is Tom’s job?                                         to relax!  

                                                                                                                                                 Where is Jill?   

  

  

  

                  Sally and her mom went     As Gabby was leaving   

  to the store to buy lots                                  for school she heard a 

  of soil, seeds, and a  loud boom from outside.                               

  watering can.                                                   Her mom reminded her            

  What are Sally and                                         to get her umbrella.               

  her mom going to do?                                                     

                             Why?                                             
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                  When Frank got home                                 Jackie’s class was going             

           from work, he smelled                                 on a field trip. She was            

           something sweet and                                  excited about seeing the      

           saw sugar and chocolate                              monkeys and elephants.  

           chips in the kitchen.  

           What was being made?                                 Where are they going?  

  

  

  

  

     Bill packed his shoes,                               Brandon loves to climb             

   ball and helmet in his                                    trees, even though it               

   bag. Then he got in his                                   can be dangerous. The              

   car and drove to the                                       next day at school he                                                                          

   stadium.          had a cast on his arm.  

           What is Bill going to do?                                           Why?            
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Thank you for stopping by!  

To see more of my products, visit my TPT page   
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